
C L I E N T T E S T I M O N I A L S

"They have been pivotal in assisting us as we build our brand, grow our media presence,
and create engaging content to support fundraising and recruitment efforts.”

 
➔ Rather Stanton   |   COO & Co-Founder   |   Legal Prep Charter Academy

"PRIME 312 is exceptional. Their ability to weave together a narrative and produce
inspiring, compelling content on a short timeline is second to none. Their work stands out
from the crowd and is visual storytelling at its best."

➔ Samir Mayekar   |    City of Chicago   |   Deputy Mayor   |   Economic and Neighborhood Development

"PRIME 312 is an extraordinary company to work with. They have a special way of
connecting with clients that creates an atmosphere of joy and creativity.  They make the
process feel natural."
 

➔ Victoria Spires   |   Assoc. Director of HR & Operations   |   Cabrini-Green Legal Aid

"Their work speaks for itself, and they were a dream to work with.”
 

➔ Fawn O'Brien   |   Development Coordinator   |   Ascend Justice

"The video far exceeded our expectations. We couldn’t have been more satisfied."
 

➔ Mark Hellner   |   Executive Director   |   Center For Disability & Elder Law

"I've worked with them on multiple projects and don't want to work with anyone else!”
 

➔ Maya Bird-Murphy   |   Founder   |   Chicago Mobile Makers

"PRIME 312 goes above and beyond. Organized, creative, experienced, and professional
– I would recommend them in a heartbeat!"
 

➔ Emily Shuki   |   US Manager   |   James Dyson Foundation

"PRIME 312 has a passion for stories that don’t often get told, and that translates into their
work. We were especially impressed by their ability to synthesize the many threads of a
complicated narrative into a simple visual story that moved our diverse audience."
 

➔ Bonnie Allen   |   Executive Director   |   Chicago Lawyers Committee For Civil Rights

Call or Text (312)835-9391    | www.PRIME312.com |    Christopher@prime312.com

http://www.prime312.com

